BATHING IN RESIN
1. CRUST OF TIN
Crust of tin in markets there
Everyone’s a slave out here
Every man a slave out there
Dig dig a pit in earth
Boil out the feeling life
Dig dig a pit in earth
Boil out the feeling life
Seven thousand years of crust of tin
Dig dig a pit in earth
Boil out the feeling life
Dig dig a pit in earth
Boil out the feeling life
Seven thousand years of crust of tin

2. FROM THE POLYMER
With a child in mind
With a lord into me
Said the vicious fire
Spoken ever truly
And the stars at night
With the prophet’s envy
Hasn’t lost their sight
To a spiritual daydream
Take that body
Shake that body
Do a simple termination
Shake and quiver
Bake that liver
From eternal abomination
It’s mine all mine
Or it’s nothing instant
Without horns in space
It’s a timely measure
While the dogs all howl
At the sphere of orbit
And the laughing cow
Hasn’t time to see it
Take that body
Shake that body
Do a simple termination
Shake and quiver
Bake that liver
From eternal abomination

3. GRAPHITE
Generations goodbye
Buy and sell it mode
Generations confide
A simple time and place
Generations will lie
Even if they’re told
Generations will die
So leaving all alone
Generations goodbye
Buy and sell it mode
Generations confide
A simple time and place
Generations will lie
Even if they’re told
Generations will die
So leaving all alone

4. GREAT DIVIDE
Each and every time
Each and every time the hallways
Demigods and goddesses
Demigods will always follow
Check the luster storm
Beat it to submission pyracanthas
Do a jack of weasels
Stipulating mounds of horse hair
Well the song then labors deep into the night
On the reservation you can start a fight
In a different time the ceiling isn’t white
With a sun that reasons deep into the light
Foster all the meals
Bringing pen to bear upon them
Sticks and stones upon my bones
That always seem to shatter
Riveting of face
Looks aside to see the garbage
Never had to knew
Just who to trust dizzy information
Well the song then labors deep into the night
On the reservation you can start a fight
In a different time the ceiling isn’t white
With a sun that reasons deep into the light

5. INDUCE
Simple inducement
As sounds of poetry fall away from the fallen trees
Bathing in resin
Straining the lockjaw of measure while fighting the beast
Anticipating
Restorating seas
I see nothing clearly
In the water sea
Juice of evil
Wall the demon seed
Rising among temples of doom
Can you see
Rising among temples of doom
And I am free
Judas Iscariot
You see the seeds of all in fall
Marching hairy once again
Toward my end

6. LESIONS
To the day I see a rising tumor
Lesions on the forest of my mind
Leave behind the nothing of a seascape
Curtains hide the night time sky
Evening brings a calm to placebo
Nothing stalls the rigid in the sky
Eyelids flicker tightly in receiving
Nothing beats the needle in the eye
Grievous is the table in the kitchen
Masticating rivers in the red
Keyboards clicking nothing is in danger
Can I feel a simple sense of dread
Grace was never found in the pox world
Tenaciousness is clinging to my brow
Virgin steel upon the marks and skin heads
Graciousness was never to be found

7. MIXTURES
Gracious in the night
Stepping on sunshine
A falling on the weight
Stepping on sunshine
A falling down on times
Rolling on earwigs
Shooting stars
Heaven wandering
Gracious in the night
Falling on sunshine
Taking a flight
Into darkness
Stepping in dark
Following all around you
Far from me
Gracious in time
Mixtures of anger
Speed is not like
Falling rain
I see it denied
Ipanema
Following sign
Golden rain
Leaving fallen angel

8. MUSTARD
Nothing shared and nothing gained
Empires fallen, empires fade
Everyone has nothing bead
Nothing wears venereal disease
Everyone has hollow bane
Every one has a sow, I’ll leave
I don’t see what you’ve been told
Nothing goes and I grow old
Going out the window
See it out the window pane
A force of my pain to be
A sinister taste of mustard in my eyes
A camel without his humps
A rigid is stye inside for freedom
Nothing shared and nothing gained
Empires fallen, empires fade
Everyone has nothing bead
Nothing wears venereal disease
Everyone has hollow bane
Every one has a sow, I’ll leave
I don’t see what you’ve been told
Nothing goes and I grow old
Going out the window
See it out the window pane
A force of my pain to be
A sinister taste of mustard in my eyes
A camel without his humps
A rigid is stye inside for freedom

9. NECROMANCY
Beaches on the moon in the silver spoon
Wallow in the night in the silver tree
Follow in the mind in the revelation
Fall in the night in the heaven sea
All in the might of the liberty
Feeling all along in the revelry
Wallow in the might in the seventh spree
Have another send in the heaven seas
Cold feet
Emerald pain
Ruling state
All the rage
Each of us
Reach in vain
Holding tight
Rolling rain
Grecian ice
Rolling pain
Race the night
Reach insane
Mental lapse
River slow
Haunted row
Go to slow
Beaches on the moon in the silver spoon
Wallow in the night in the silver tree
Follow in the mind in the revelation
Fall in the night in the heaven sea
All in the might of the liberty
Feeling all along in the revelry
Wallow in the might in the seventh spree
Have another send in the heaven seas
Beaches on the moon in the silver spoon
Wallow in the night in the silver tree
Follow in the mind in the revelation
Fall in the night in the heaven sea
All in the might of the liberty
Feeling all along in the revelry
Wallow in the might in the seventh spree
Have another send in the heaven seas

10. ON THE FENCE
Giving on up, take it on down with harmony
(Read the track, give it on down with harmony)
Beast of a child, go down the wall with harmony
(Find a sin, leaves all none with harmony)
Revel it down, call it done with harmony
(Get it on track, find a mind with evil in)
Rules are dead, sitting on a fence with leprosy
(Get it on track, give it on mind with harmony)
Find out now, find out what the problem is
(Living on earth, living inside a mind blow)
Stick to gone, it’s knives and things with comedy
(You are now, what you see and there you go)
Don’t you see, either side is mine and then
(Find my name, find out what I haven’t seen)
Fortune made, nothing only happens there
(Every time, you will see a nothing rest)

11. RISING MOTION
It’s not a cataclysmic lot that you will find today
Never has the world turned so slow
Feel the waters as they slip your soul away
Fleeting sun the world will turn to gold
Oh let it go
Like the motion of ice
Oh let it rise
Like the motion of ice
It is not a castle that you find the open gates
It is not the reason for the dying
Give me something more inside the deepened glacial wall
Give me something, I can be enticed
Oh let it go
Like the motion of ice
Oh let it rise
Like the motion of ice

12. TORQUE
It seems a little bit harder
You to enjoy
A pain all the symptoms of love
You enjoy
Gracious impalas
Going into the sun
For them get the lions
Along with the sun
Find a little reason
It’s hard to endure
Seasons of symptoms
See it unfurl
Rising in a misery of time
Haven’t a shame
Commoner wrestles
With other than sad
Trembling with anxious
The man was not born
Do more than nothing
Drawing the sand
Watching for fireflies
Looking to land

